
 
JAB MANDATE - HOW TO DEAL WITH IT 

 
This is not a matter of one size fits all. Every case has to be dealt with its 
own unique facts when matters proceed to court. I therefore only give you a 
brief outline.  
 
NB!! Your reaction to the action is most important. Do not panic. Do not be 
fazed. Keep it cool, calm and collected. Once you have conveyed your 
decision or message forget about it until your employer makes the next 
move. 
 
 
1. JAB MANDATE 

 
 1.1 Do not accept a verbal notice, request a written notice with the 

reasons for the mandate. 
 1.2 Reply that your vaccination status is private, and you will not 

disclose whether you are jabbed or not.  
  (The same policy as with employees with HIV) 
 1.3 Wait for the employer to then take the first step. Do not ask or 

panic  
 1.4 If you are victimized in any way lodge a complaint with the 

SAHRC and apply for a harassment order from the magistrate’s 
court  

 1.5 If the above does not resolve the issue obtain legal advice.  
 1.6 DO NOT GIVE IN AND DO NOT RESIGN. 
 1.7 A refusal to take the jab is not misconduct or a breach of the 

employment contract unless you have signed a contract 
requiring you to take the jab. If it was not voluntarily the 
“acceptance under duress” must be disputed. No steps can be 
taken against you. 

 
2. LAW 

 
 2.1 The Constitution and the rule of law is supreme to any other law 
 2.2 Any other legislation that does not comply with the constitution 

can be challenged. 
 2.3 The right to life (s 11) and dignity (s10) are the most important 

human rights and the source of all other personal rights (S v 
Makwanyane & Another 1995(3)SA 391 (CC) 

 2.4 S9 Equality - no person may unfairly discriminate directly or 
indirectly against anyone on one or more of religion, conscience, 
and belief 

 2.5 S12 (2) everyone has the right to bodily and psychological 
integrity, which includes the right to 

  (b)  security and control of the body; and 
  (c) not to be subjected to medical or scientific experiments  
   without their informed consent.    
 2.6 S15  deals with freedom of religion, belief, and opinion 



 2.7 S23 deals with fair labour practices 
 2.8 The direction issued by the Minister of Employment and Labour 

under the DMA requires that employers develop a plan outlining 
the measures that they intend to implement in respect of 
vaccination of employees. It does not require a mandated 
vaccination plan and if it did it would have been contra the 
Constitution. The Direction also entitles any employee to refuse 
to be vaccinated on constitutional and medical grounds 

 2.9 Section 6 of the Employment Equity Act provides that  
  “No person may unfairly discriminate, directly or indirectly, 
   against an employee .... (see S 23 of the constitution) 
 2.10 There is also international laws which is applicable, but it is not 

necessary to rely on it as our constitution provides adequate 
protection 

 
3. OTHER INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 3.1 If you are told you may not enter the building, work at home, 

and get a harassment order and lodge a complaint with SAHRC 
because they then discriminate against you 

 3.2 Do not go for PCR tests. An employer cannot mandate it. See the 
law above. Furthermore, PCR tests are not meant for 
asymptomatic people and cannot diagnose you  

 3.3 What is fair? Covid 19 is not more contagious than HIV, flue and 
TB. Do they require workers to disclose their status whether they 
had been vaccinated or using medication for these conditions? 

 
4. Mandating a jab can never be fair nor reasonable because of all the  

adverse side effects and deaths following upon having the jab and the 
fact that C19 does not pose a greater risk that other contagious 
diseases. 

 
5. The covid jabs / clot shot: 

 
 5.1  does not prevent infection 
 5.2 does not prevent transmission - it is a known fact that the 

jabbed transmit spike protein to others, which is dangerous to 
those who have not been jabbed 

 5.3 the jabs have been approved as an emergency trial. It means no 
one may be coerced or forced to take the jab and, in a trial, 
some gets a placebo. If you take it, you play Russian Roulette 

 5.4 the jabs are unnecessary as it does not pose a danger to the 
majority of people and there are adequate and effective 
treatment protocols. 

 5.5 PCR tests are useless for the purpose and SA labs tests at 40 
cycle threshold which renders 90% false positives  

 
6. OTHER RELEVANT POINTS 

 
 6.1 Jehovah witnesses refuse to have blood transfusion. I could not 

find any case in SA where an adult was compelled, or a court 
order obtained to force them. 

 6.2 In the event that child needs a blood transfusion and the parent 
or guardian refuse the hospital may if it necessary to save the 
child’s life do a blood transfusion 

 6.3 If you have been to hospital before you know that you have to 
give written informed consent for every procedure performed on 
you. Same applies here. Voluntarily and informed 

 6.4 If an employee cannot be compelled to do a lie detector test, 
how can he be compelled to take the jab or a PCR test? 

 



 
7. Any person who gave in to pressure form an employer and who suffers 
 damages as a result of the jab may claim damages from the employer. 

 
8. NEASA the National Employers Association of SA has advised their  
 members not to mandate vaccines. 

 
9. PANDA took on Discovery as well as Ian Mcleod of Morning Shot. Ian’s  

letter to Adrian Gore is worth reading and it will give you more 
understanding of the difficulties employers will have. 

 
10. The tragedy is that the ill informed and timid workers are victims to 

this criminality. Please help them to understand their rights 
 
NB!! It is a fight between good and evil. Do not keep quiet. Do not succumb 
to pressure and do not throw a blind eye.  
 
Aristotle said – “At his best man is the noblest of all animals. Separated from 
law and justice he is the worst” 
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